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Retail success in a digital world:

From linear value chains to customer-focused Ecosystems

While Greece has angsted about survival, the landscape around us keeps changing

Changes around us reshaping how customers consume, and how firms succeed

Digital champions find new ways to satisfy customers, disrupting the status quo

Retail is undergoing a profound transformation, with the customer as the winner

Firms (FMCG and Retail) with clear strategies will be the ones to forge ahead
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In Greece, our focus for the last few years…

| 4 | 4

 At least 37 SM banners changed hands – Stopped operations

 More than 1500 stores have changed hands or shut down

 ~ 25% of total Market has been absorbed / close down

 More than 3bn € consolidated in the past 8 years

| 4

…while in our sector, for the last few years…
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Platform/Ecosystem

2011

$406B $376B $277B $237B $228B

2006

$446B $383B $327B $293B $273B

Jacobides, Amazon's Ecosystem Grows Bigger And Stronger By The Day. Should We Be Worried?, Forbes.com, May 2019

2016

$528B $556B $452B $364B $359B

20191

$981B $920B $870B $808B $529B

Consider the top firms by market capitalization 

london.edu
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Do you know this firm?

(Hint: used the term “ecosystem” 160 times in IPO brochure)

Alibaba's Ant Financial Raises $4.5 Billion In 
World's Largest Private Tech Investment Round

Rahil Bhagat, CONTRIBUTOR
I write about technology with a focus on consumer tech and startups FULL BIO

Fuller, Jacobides and Reeves, Myths and reality of Ecosystems, Sloan Management Review, 2019
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Disrupting sectors that you used to know
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Retail success in a digital world:

From linear value chains to customer-focused Ecosystems

While Greece has angsted about survival, the landscape around us keeps changing

Changes around us reshaping how customers consume, and how firms succeed
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What’s shifting in our environment?

Traditional boundaries of sectors & professions are crumbling…
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Digitization allows us to reconfigure work – and slice and dice it at will

Jacobides, Cennamo, Gawer, Towards a Theory of Ecosystems, Strategic Management Journal, 2018

12

We’re now seriously addicted and hostage to our devices…
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Getting to grips with value capture in a networked world
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Retail success in a digital world:

From linear value chains to customer-focused Ecosystems

While Greece has angsted about survival, the landscape around us keeps changing

Changes around us reshaping how customers consume, and how firms succeed

Digital champions find new ways to satisfy customers, disrupting the status quo
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The Yin and the Yang of Digital Ecosystems

Source: China Academy of Information and Communications Technology WeChat Impact Report, 2018

Digital ecosystems lead to a reorganization of business models

Brian Colley, BCG, AoM PDW, 2018
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Retail success in a digital world:

From linear value chains to customer-focused Ecosystems

While Greece has angsted about survival, the landscape around us keeps changing

Changes around us reshaping how customers consume, and how firms succeed

Digital champions find new ways to satisfy customers, disrupting the status quo

Retail is undergoing a profound transformation, with the customer as the winner
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The future is coming – as consumers like ease
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Let’s see what happed a long, long time ago (five years)

to turn Korea into a digital success

london.edu

Challengers are less about technology and more about experience
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From high-end fashion retail to food- and FMCG? A sea-change, 

from push marketing to influencers, communities and engagement

©  Michael G. Jacobides

AMBUSH® | DIOR MEN DIRECTOR of 
JEWELRY
WWW.AMBUSHDESIGN.COM

•Following  1,971
•Followers 294K
•Likes21.2K
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Bridging the gap between the digital and the physical –

attackers outpace incumbents

Amazon Buys Whole Foods 
for $13.4 Billion
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So, what’s really happening in the world of ECR members?

FMCG FMCG FMCGRetailer Retailer Retailer Retailer Retailer

Retailer

london.edu

Personalization, customization, data is the key to the future-

and actors all over the customers’ ecosystems are fighting for it!

©  Michael G. Jacobides
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UK8%

France6%

South Korea 19%

<1% Italy

Greece<1%

Netherlands

China 7%

Spain 2%

3%

USA 4%

Japan
5%

Sources: Kantar Worldpanel 2017  & Nielsen RMS 2017

Online Grocery Spending vs.
Total Grocery Spending

Adapted from

Greece is behind, which is why pickup will be faster

26
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Disrupt the disruptor

london.edu

What your customers want is a fun, engaging experience-

and technology is changing how you can deliver this
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Beware of your ego-system

See Jacobides, What’s your ecosystem strategy?, forthcoming, Harvard Business Review, 2019

london.edu

New technology has to make us more customer-focused. Start afresh! 
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Rethink your scope; woo the customer; build your data strategy; 

strengthen your ecosystems

Forget your existing scope. Ask how you can better fit in as boundaries change

Think about your direct, and the final customer, and how you can make life easier

Engage complementors, enlist influencers, revisit alliances

Leverage and respond to technology, don’t just do mindless IT spend

Connect emotionally to the customer, fight for data and response to their needs

Build or participate in new business ecosystems!

london.edu

What made you successful till today wont help you tomorrow
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A final note of optimism and priorities for ECR members

Technological change creates new opportunities to add value and collaborate

Customer centricity will trump functional excellence and negotiating power: New options

The availability of globally competitive talent in Greece can help re-shape retail

Organizations can win through re-assessing what they build and what they need

A bold vision for the future, with a clear strategy and lean learning can bring success


